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1. Introduction 
Let m be a positive integer and a a real number with O<a< 1. Define 
EL? as the number of independent randomly placed arcs of length oc 
required to cover a circle of unit circumference m times. 1) 
For the special case m= 1 STEUTEL [4] proved that 
(1) a&‘= ; ( log 1 +log log1 +y+o(1) for 01+ 0, Lx l?L 1 
& denoting mathematical expectation and y Euler’s constant. 
For general m FLATTO [2] obtained for arbitrary real x 
which for m= 1 can be used to prove Steutel’s result. 
In this paper we use an identity from STEUTEL [4] (here (9)) to derive 
(2) (in section 2) and to conclude (in section 3) that for every c with 
O<c<l 
lim 7 eel*’ dP nirn) < t 
1 ( 
log 
a-+0 -c&2 
i +mloglogi fx = 
(3) 
>I 
= -I f+~dexp(--~~]~ 
In section 4 we use (3) to obtain the behaviour of the kth moment of 
pP’ for k=l, 2, . . . as a + 0. 
2. Proof of (2) 
Let n be an integer > 2 and let t be a positive number. Let ~1, . . ., yn-l 
be independent random variables, uniformly distributed on [O, t). These 
variables arranged according to size (equals occur with probability 0) 
1) In this paper stochastic variables are underlined. 
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are indicated by y(i), . . . , gtn-i), where with probability one 
(4) Y(l)<?/(Z)< *** <!j(n-1). 
Take 
(5) y(o):=% &n):=t 
and 
(6) iFk=y(k)-g(k-l), A?= 1, . . . . n. 
Choose a fixed positive integer m and an arbitrary positive number 01. 
NOW define ~?‘(Lx, t) as the probability that the interval [0, t) is covered 
m times by the intervals CO, a), [y(l), ~(1) +m), . . . . l&-l), y(,-I)+&). Then 
pP(n, q=P{xl+...+x,<ol,X2+...+&?%+1<01, . . ..gn-m+1+...+ 
(7) 
+x,<ac,x,-,+z+...+~~+xl<n,...,x,+xl+...+X~-1<01), 
with the convention that those parts of covering intervals extending 
beyond t are continued from 0. 
Hence we may replace the interval [0, t) by a circle of circumference 
t and the covering intervals by arcs of length 01, and thus according to 
the definition of ~:~)(a, t) 
(8) o<P{&m,M’<,}=p~m~(!x, l)<l. 
Let I be a positive number and gl(A), . . ., gfi(d) independent random 
variables, each of which has an exponential distribution with parameter il. 
STEUTEL [4] proved that for every Bore1 measurable function f : 3.3” -+ R 
and zi x as in (6) - , *-*, -12 
(9) j&y $ 4blj *** , $7~) tn-l e+ 0% = Q&l(A), . . ., g,(A)), 
provided j’,” &lf(n, . . . . gn)\ tn-le-“t&coo. 
Now let gi(A), %2(A), . . . be a sequence of independent random variables, 
each of which is exponentially distributed with parameter A. Define 
1 
Ai(ol,a):={~u_((a)+...+ZLt+m-l(a)~O1}, i=l, 2, . . . 
(10) Bpqol, a) : = (p - n m+l+j(A)+... +~,(n)+~l(n)+...+~~(~,~01}, 
j=l , . . . . m- 1. 
It is not hard to verify that Ai(ac, A) =A&(&, 1) and B+n)(ol, A) =&(A)(&, 1) 
for i=l, 2, . . . andj=l, . . . . m- 1. From now on we abbreviate A$(&, 1) 
by A#(&) and B+@(&, 1) by B+“)(olil). Then, using (7) and (9) 
m-m+1 m-1 
n A&d) n f-j 2$+)(d)). 
k=l i=l 
. 
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For fixed natural numbers m, n and real 01> 0, J$~(cc, t) is a nonincreasing 
function of t, and so 1) 
(12) & ) j-f)(a, t) P-l e-Atdt >pim)(a, 1) & s’ F-1 e@ dt 
‘0 
and 
- T pkm)(oc, t) t”-le-“tdt cpA”)(a, 1) 
From (s), (111, (12) and (13) it follows, substituting It = :u and abbre- 
viating pjl”‘(ol, 1) by JI:~‘(cx), 
(14) 
P(n-iiflAf(dt) flmz B,!“)(d)) - /& e-u&u 
i-l j=l 
1 
1 - 8 (:I-:) ! e-udu 
We wish to compute lima+, pkmn’(oc) for nor a conveniently chosen function 
of 01, by making use of the following facts: 
a) (14) holds for arbitrary ;2> 0. 
b) lima+, P( nyz;“+’ Ai(&) n n7-i’ B+n&)(&)) is independent of the 
choice of n, and 2, as functions of 01 provided 
and 
&=k 
( 
log~fmloglog~ +x+0(1) 
> (a --f 0) 
for any fixed real number x. 
c) We can choose 1;, Jz and n, satisfying the above conditions for i, 
and n, with 
- A+ 
(17) Fz r (n:T-i) ! e-Udu = 0 and ,lili I a (n::-:) ! e-u du = 1. 
d) We can substitute n, and d; in the first inequality of (14) and G 
and 12 in the second inequality to obtain lim,+, ph?‘(n). 
As a) is clear and d) is trivial once a), b) and c) are known, we need 
only show b) and c). 
1) The possibility of this method of proof for m = 1 was suggested by J. Th. 
Runnenburg. 
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Proof of c). Suppose xi, . . ., bn to be independent random variables, 
each of which is exponentially distributed with parameter 1. Hence 
& = 1 and var gi= 1 and according to the central limit theorem 
@ denoting the standard normal distribution function. As gi+ . . . +x, has 
a r-distribution with n degrees of freedom, (18) specializes to 
(19) 
n-W)ih un-l 
lim J - 
(n-l)! 
e-U&u = Q(x), x E Q. 
n-+ca 0 
From (19) and the monotonicity of P it follows for any arithmetical 
function 4 satisfying n -&n)~n> 0 for sufficiently large n and 
li%+ 00 +(n) = 00 that 
Iz - aa) VTa 
(20) lim 
% 
@A-l n+Q(s) h 
-e-u&~= 0 and lim 
s 
un-1 
n-m (n-l)! 
-e-Udu= 1. 
n-SC4 (n-l)! 
Choose a fixed real number x. Define for sufficiently small positive 01 
(21) n,: = 
[( 
d log~+WLloglog~+z )I . 
Clearly n, suffices (15). Take 4 such that 
(22) $(n,) -+ 00 (a --f 0) and +(nJ=o (01-+-O). 
Define 
(23) 2; : = n, - +(n,) In, and &! : = na -t #%a) l’na. 
By virtue of (20), part c) is proved if it is seen that (16) holds for G 
and 12. In fact, 
~,~n,-ih(n~)~~=d(log$+mlogl0gd +x)- 
-4bd j/; log~(l+o(l))+o(l)=; 
( 
logi +mloglog$ -+x 
> 
+ 
to(~)+OP)=~(log~-+mloglog~+x+o(l)) (a-+0). 
The proof of (16) for A$ is quite similar. Now part c) has been proved. 
Proof of b). For the sake of brevity we write @a instead of OIL, so that 
(24) ,oa==log; +m log logi +x+0(1) (LX -+ O), 
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in which x is an arbitrary fixed real number. For n, we onIy use the 
asymptotic equivalence (15). In case rn> 2 we need the notion of k- 
dependence. A sequence of stochastic variables _vl, _vs, . . . is called k- 
dependent if for every sequence of natural numbers j,, j,, . ,. satisfying 
[j, -jl[ > k for all i # I, the sequence gjl, gjz, . . . is a sequence of independent 
stochastic variables. 
Now let _vl, _vz, . . . be a k-dependent stationary sequence of stochastic 
variables. Suppose there exists a sequence of real numbers al, us, . . . 
satisfying 
(25) nP(gj>an)==O(l) as n -9 00. 
Define ~(a,) by 
(26) r(~~~):=Pi_vl>a,,_vzgcc,, . . ..?~<a.). 
In [3], NEWELI. proved that with (25), (26), the L-dependence and the 
stationarity of _vl, 32, . . . 
(27) lim P(ZJI G aa, . . . , 3% da,) exp @~(a,)) = 1. 
n+oo 
With the abbreviation 9s for @i(l) we obtain from (10) 
(28) Ai(@,)=(ztl+...+~LLZ+m-l~@~}, i=l, 2, . . . 
and 
(29) Bj(noi'(@~)={~n,-m+lJdf...+~Ltnb$-~l+...+~,3@ea), j=l, .*., m-l. 
Define 
(30) +): =P(&(Q~) n A2(e4 n . . . n A,(pa)). 
We intend to prove 
To do so, we state the relations (32)-(38), which wiI1 presently be proved. 
(33) lim P(B&)) = 0. 
Or-0 
(36) lim n,P(Bl(ea) n &(&) = 0, j = 2, . . ., m. 
a-t0 
(37) 
(38) 
lim n, P(Ar(e,)) = $15, . 
l%+O 
lim n, r(e.J = -- 
a-t0 (ZXl) ! . 
The expressions (32) and (35) are valid irrespective of the choice of ea. 
(34) follows from Newell’s theorem. (36) and (37) will be proved directly. 
(33) is an immediate consequence of (37). (38) follows from (35), (36) 
and (37). Prom (32), (33), (34) and (38) it is clear that (31) holds. 
Proof of (32): With the abbreviations n, Ai and Bj for n,, A&) and 
B+G (+) , respectively, we have 
n-m+1 m-1 ?a-m+1 m-1 _ 
p( n An 1-7 BdN 17 4)-P( U Bib 
i=l i=l i=l j=l 
,P(fi A+(m-l)P(B1)=P(i) A~)-(m-l)P@i1), 
i-l i=l 
and 
n-m+1 W&-l n-W-1 
q n Ai n n q)<P( n At)=P(fj A,)+$fi+lA,n fi Y&j)= 
i-1 i=l i=l i=l i=l j=l 
=P(fi &)+P( cj $)<P((f A~)+(m-l)PL&). 
i-1 =n-m+2 i=l 
Proof of (35) : With the same abbreviations as above we have by the 
definition of r(e&) (see (30)) 
r&)=P(Bl 17 As n . . . n A,)=P(&)-P& n ij Aj)>P(A1)- 
i=2 
- (m - 1) max P(f$i n Aj) ; 
24fGm 
r(e&) <l’(&) is obvious. In case m= 1, (35) is trivial. 
Proof of (34) : The sequence _vl, _~a, . . . defined by gt : =g$ + . . . +gi+m-l 
for i=l, 2, . . . is (m- l)-dependent and stationary. We further use the 
asymptotic expression 
(39) r& e-U&4= fij e-“(1+0(l)) as a -+ 00. 
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Using 
e.=1og; +mloglogl (* +z+o(l) 
we have 
n,P{zl~+...+~,>e,)=n,~Um-l 
( > 
m-l 
1 
-4 > 
log 1 
01 
oc logs @Tl)! 
--me-z(li-O(l))= 
( > 
log i 
~,W(lN (a-f% 
thus bounded, and by Newell’s theorem, (34) follows. 
Proof of (37) : The proof of (34) applies. 
Proof of (36) : Suppose m > 2. Take a natural j with 2 <j<rn. Then 
%P(Jl(@,) n ~~(@,))=n,P{~l+...+~m>@,, ?Q+...+gj+m-I>&)= 
=+ (;I;)! -- e-V ( m*.,o;,_., &e-udu)2dv= 
ea 
=nad &e-v 
( eay&! >” 
e-udu dv+n,jP vm-’ ----;-e-Vdv=I1+I2, 
e, (m-9)! 
where II and IZ are nonnegative for sufficiently small 01. For suitably 
chosen constants K and K’ we have 
G Kn& e+a ~~-~~B(~u~-~~-u~~L)S~V<K)~Z,~-~~~~-~=K~~~~~ !-). 
II 
01 
m-1 me-x i+o(l))=K’ Jl+o(l))+o as o(+O, 
and using (39) we have 
m-i 
I2=% (;-j)! Ye-Q~(l+o(l))--+O as LX-+-O. 
Now (31) has been proved and hence part b), in fact we have under the 
conditions (15) and (16) 
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and according to d) 
(41) liio p::)(b) = exp - ( g-q- 
As 
P~~w=P~~v% 1) =~{&kn,)=P 
the proof of (2) is complete. 
Remark. In proving (31) we used m>2. In the case of m= 1 we do 
not need the notion of k-dependence and the proof of part b) is much 
simplified by only showing that (1 -e-Q&)% -+ exp (-e-z) as 01-+ 0. 
3. Proof of (3) 
We next prove that (3) holds. Choose a number c with 0 <c < 1. Ab- 
breviating ALL’ by P?‘(X), we first show that 
I l+ lim{~ceCz(l-li‘~~‘(x))&+ JO ceelzlBP)(x)dx)= a-to 0 -co (42) = 1 ecIz~dexp(--g%). 
We start with the first integral on the left-hand side of (42). From (14) 
we derive 
la,-9n+1 m-1 
(43) 
1 -P( n A&d) n ,Ql Bp+n)) 
1 -F;m”‘(x)< - i-l2 
l-S u”a-= o (n,- l)! e-udu 
for ~<some &O uniformly in x and 1>0. 
From now on we take 0 < DI < e-e, so that log log I/LX > 1. We further 
use the inequalities 
(44) 
CQ Urn-1 
,S (m-l)! 
-ee-udu~2ym-1e-~ for y>m-1 
and 
(45) 
Define 
m log z+z 
< .z 
Ffor all x>e and x>O. 
(46) 
so 
p,:= i 
( 
log: +mloglogS +x 
> 
, 
(47) O<pu,--n,< 1. 
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According to the central limit theorem (see (19)) we have 
(48) 
and an 010) 0 exists so that for all LX satisfying O<a< cxo 
(49) 
P& 
1 - ,S cw~~w~) ! e-u du 2 + uniformly in x for x> 0. 
Using only (44)-(47) it follows that 
Then for all 01 with 0~ LY < min (~0, e-e> and all x> 0 we have by (43), 
(49) and (50) 
(51) l-p;?(x)<6 ( 
Using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem (0 <c < 1) and section 2, 
we now have 
(52) lili 7 ecS( 1 -FL?(x)) dx = [ eCx (1 - exp ( - $I$)) dx. 
Prom (51) it is also clear that for all sufficiently small a 
(53) lim ecs( 1 -P?,“‘(x)) = 0. 
z-+m 
We now consider the second integral on the left-hand side in (42). From 
(53) and J’?(x) = 0 for x near - 00 and small fixed a, we see by partial 
integration that (42) is equivalent to (3). Hence it suffices to prove that 
and 
(55) lim 
-m log log l/or 
eclzl Pi?(x) dx = 0. 
G--t0 f 
--log l/U -976 log log 1/a 
2.5 Indagationes 
We start with (54). Take any x with -m log log ~/LX SC XG 0. From the 
right-hand side of (14) it follows that for 01 sufficiently small (independent 
of x) and with ,uu, as in (46) 
Now 
in which 
(58) 
We further use the inequalities 
(59) 
and 
(60) ( > 1-F t <e-g, O<y<t. 
As EC,> ljol log l/ 01, we can choose al> 0 to have, uniformly in 
x E [-m log log l/a, 0] and 01 E (0, CR), 
(61) 
From (57)-(69) it follows that 
(62) 
i=l \ 
_ kvu,P1 ka< 
(m-l)! 
e-apa 
> 
the last inequality in (62) being true for all 01 satisfying 0 < CX< 012 with 
some 012 independent of x. 
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Now (56), (61) and (62) yield 
(63) 
, for Otol <min (011, 012) 
and -m log log !. gx<O 
01 
and an application of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem pro- 
duces (54). 
To prove (55), we conclude from (62) and the monotonicity of eel%1 
and S’?)(x) 
(64) 
-772 log log 1/a 
O< s eeixl FL”)(x) dx < 
-1og 1/a --m log log 1/a 
eC(lOS l/a +nZ 108 1% l/a). e.p _ 
The right-hand side of (64) tends to 0 as 01 -+ 0. In fact we have for 
natural m 
clog: +(l+mc)loglog~ --$ log; 
( > 
m 
(65) -+ --oc) as 0~40, 
so (55) has been proved and the proof of (3) is complete. 
4. Moments 
It is now easy to derive limit expressions for the moments of &@. 
For the moments of the distribution e-e-’ we have 
(66) Smylcde-e-“=(-l)lcr(lc)(l), k=l, 2, . . . . -m 
r(k) denoting the k-th derivative of the P-function (see e.g. [l]). In 
particular I’(1)(1) = -y, where y is Euler’s constant. Now (3) implies 
lim & aELm)--log:--mloglog~- 
i 01 y I 
k 
+log(m-l)l = 
U-+0 
(67) 
= -c (x-y+log (m-l)!jkd exp(- $I%), k=l, 2, . . . . 
Finally we need 
(68) log r(l+x)= -yx+ 2 (-l)+LP, -l<z<l, 
12=2 
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in which 5‘ represents the Riemann C-function (see e.g. [l]). From (66)-(68) 
we obtain 
lim & CQZ;~) - log A- -m log log 
1 
1 
--y+log(m-l)! k= 
a-+0 
(69) 
1 
=(-l)k~&;xp $y2 (-l)j&) d)],_., k=1,2, . . . . 
Hence 
a generalization of Steutel’s result. For k= 2 we find 
(71) 
The author wishes to thank Professor Runnenburg for many useful 
suggestions. 
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